Press release

Asiga 3D printers now integrated
with exoprint by exocad.
Streamlining your digital workflow.
Asiga, global leader in manufacturing repeatable and precise dental 3D printers
and exocad, one of the leading CAD/CAM software manufacturers have announced
software integration to help streamline their customer’s digital dental workflows
and improve product experience.

Press contacts.

“Integrating ASIGA 3D printers into exocad and exoprint enables our users with
ASIGA printer solutions to use precisely tailored ModelCreator printer presets for
both solid and hollow models.
Workflow integration with exoprint allows for direct access to ASIGA Composer via
the exocad DentalDB workflow management software. For an even more seamless
experience, exoprint also lets the user preselect the design results that he wants to
print.”
Akira Schüttler, System Integration Manager, exocad GmbH
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“An open CAD CAM software solution and a truly open material 3D printer. Is
there anything better? We are delighted to announce the completion of our
integration project with exocad and exoprint. Our customers can now export fully
optimized designs from exocad for production on Asiga 3D printers. This
collaboration provides a truly compelling solution for the lab, increasing
productivity and accelerating return on investment.“
Graham Turner, Global Operations Manager, Asiga
“Our successful cooperation with ASIGA further strengthens our approach for an
open, hardware-neutral software platform by providing the best user experience
while working with market leading hardware solutions.”
Akira Schüttler, System Integration Manager, exocad GmbH

About exocad GmbH
exocad GmbH is a dynamic and innovative software company committed to
expanding the possibilities of digital dentistry and providing OEMs (Original
Equipment Manufacturers) with flexible, reliable, and easy-to-use CAD/CAM
software for dental labs and dental practices. exocad software has been chosen by
leading OEMs worldwide for integration into their dental CAD/CAM offerings, and
thousands of exocad DentalCAD licenses are sold each year. For more information
and a list of exocad reseller partners, please visit exocad.com.
About Asiga Pty Ltd
In 2011 Asiga launched the world's first LED based DLP 3D printer and started the
affordable desktop stereolithography revolution which changed digital
manufacturing forever. Asiga won the MJSA's 2012 Thinking Ahead award for best
new technology which gained international recognition for the innovations
contained within their precise and repeatable 3D printers. These technologies
continue to lead their respective categories to this day. Asiga designs and
manufactures all products at our headquarters in Sydney, Australia.
For more information and a list of Asiga resellers, please visit asiga.com.

Online resource.
Asiga
www.asiga.com
exocad
www.exocad.com
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